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ABSTRACT
Objectives Antibiotic prescribing in primary care 
contributes significantly to antibiotic overuse. Nudge 
interventions alter the decision- making environment to 
achieve behaviour change without restricting options. 
Our objectives were to conduct a systematic review to 
describe the types of nudge interventions used to reduce 
unnecessary antibiotic prescribing in primary care, their 
key features, and their effects on antibiotic prescribing 
overall.
Methods Medline, Embase and grey literature were 
searched for randomised trials or regression discontinuity 
studies in April 2021. Risk of bias was assessed 
independently by two researchers using the Cochrane 
Effective Practice and Organisation of Care group’s tool. 
Results were synthesised to report the percentage of 
studies demonstrating a reduction in overall antibiotic 
prescribing for different types of nudges. Effects of social 
norm nudges were examined for features that may 
enhance effectiveness.
Results Nineteen studies were included, testing 23 nudge 
interventions. Four studies were rated as having a high 
risk of bias, nine as moderate risk of bias and six as at 
low risk. Overall, 78.3% (n=18, 95% CI 58.1 to 90.3) of 
the nudges evaluated resulted in a reduction in overall 
antibiotic prescribing. Social norm feedback was the most 
frequently applied nudge (n=17), with 76.5% (n=13; 
95% CI 52.7 to 90.4) of these studies reporting a reduction. 
Other nudges applied were changing option consequences 
(n=3; with 2 reporting a reduction), providing reminders 
(n=2; 2 reporting a reduction) and facilitating commitment 
(n=1; reporting a reduction). Successful social norm 
nudges typically either included an injunctive norm, 
compared prescribing to physicians with the lowest 
prescribers or targeted high prescribers.
Conclusions Nudge interventions are effective for 
improving antibiotic prescribing in primary care. Expanding 
the use of nudge interventions beyond social norm nudges 
could reap further improvements in antibiotic prescribing 
practices. Policy- makers and managers need to be mindful 
of how social norm nudges are implemented to enhance 
intervention effects.

INTRODUCTION
Antimicrobial resistance is one of the most 
pressing challenges to global health.1 Overuse 
and inappropriate use of antibiotics is a 

major contributor to the rise of antimicrobial 
resistance, and yet, between 2000 and 2010 
global antibiotic consumption rose by 35%.2 
Concerningly, global per- capita consumption 
of antibiotics flagged by the WHO as having 
high resistance potential (Watch category)3 
rose by 90.9% between 2000 and 2015.4 
Primary care accounts for the majority of 
antibiotic use, and rates of inappropriate use 
are estimated to be high.5–7 For example, the 
majority of upper respiratory tract infections 
(RTIs) do not benefit from antibiotic treat-
ment, particularly when weighed against the 
rates of adverse effects, however, antibiotics 
continue to be prescribed.5 8 9

Efforts to reduce antibiotic prescribing in 
primary care have predominantly focused 
on the use of point- of- care testing, shared 
decision- making and education strategies 
aimed at physicians and patients.10–12 While 
some of these intervention strategies have 
been successful in improving antibiotic 
prescribing, they can be resource intensive, 
and in some cases only provide marginal 
reductions in antibiotic prescribing.10–12 
Furthermore, these intervention strategies 
rarely take into account of how cues in the 
environment, unrelated to clinician knowl-
edge or access to resources such as informa-
tion or tests, can influence decision- making.

The field of behavioural economics has 
generated a collection of approaches, called 
‘nudges’, that involve subtle changes in the 

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
 ⇒ This study employed a broad search strategy and 
the assessment of whether an intervention was a 
nudge was conducted at the full- text stage.

 ⇒ Implementation features of social norm nudges 
were extracted from the studies.

 ⇒ We were not able to synthesise results with meta- 
analysis due to the differences in outcome mea-
sures reported.
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decision- making environment, or choice architecture, to 
guide people towards a specific decision or behaviour. 
Nudge interventions are typically simple and low- cost 
interventions, and thus are attractive to healthcare 
managers and policy makers. Furthermore, they do not 
restrict choices or penalise ‘unfavourable’ choices, thus 
preserving an individual’s autonomy in the decision- 
making process. Examples of nudge interventions include 
changing default settings, changing option consequences 
and providing reminders during the decision- making 
process.

Nudge interventions have similarities to traditional 
behaviour change techniques applied in health services 
and public health.13 14 For example, audit and feedback 
has long been applied in health service interventions 
and has similarities to social norm feedback nudges. 
However, audit and feedback may not necessarily include 
a comparison to the performance of peers, the essential 
component that would make it a nudge.15 16 Furthermore, 
social norm feedback nudges tend to target ‘underper-
formers’, as evidence from psychology has demonstrated 
a ‘boomerang’ effect; that is, high performers drop 
their performance toward the group mean (beyond that 
expected due to regression toward the mean).17 However, 
audit and feedback interventions used in health services 
may not take performance into account when deciding 
on who should receive feedback. Thus, there can be 
nuanced differences in the techniques from each of these 
paradigms.

Nudge interventions have been successfully imple-
mented in fields other than health,18 and the evidence 
base for their use in influencing consumers’ health- 
related behaviours is growing.19 20 However, while the use 
of nudge interventions in specific areas of health services 
and to influence clinical decision making is increasing,18 21 
there is emerging evidence that the effect of nudges can 
vary depending on the context in which they are applied, 
as well as the type of nudge implemented.22 23 Against this 
background, our aim was to explore the use of nudge 
interventions and their effectiveness to improve antibi-
otic prescribing in primary care, and to draw out lessons 
to inform future directions for nudge intervention design 
and testing in healthcare. Our specific objectives were to 
describe the types of nudge interventions trialled to date, 
their key features and their effects on the rates of antibi-
otic prescribing overall, in order to elucidate ‘what kind 
of nudges work best in this … setting?’.22

METHODS
This systematic review is reported in accordance with the 
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 
Meta- Analyses statement (online supplemental file 1).24

Information sources and search strategy
The databases MEDLINE (via Ovid and PubMed) 
and Embase were searched for original research arti-
cles reporting on randomised trials or regression 

discontinuity studies of interventions to improve anti-
biotic prescribing in primary care, published in English 
in the last 20 years. Though the behavioural economics 
term ‘nudge’ was proposed in 2008, many of the inter-
ventions now termed ‘nudges’ have been applied to 
influence behaviour prior to the emergence of this term. 
Therefore, we did not exclude articles published before 
2008 if the interventions met the criteria for a nudge 
intervention, and our search strategy did not include 
‘nudges’ as a theme. Instead, our search strategy covered 
three themes: antibiotics AND primary care AND inter-
vention study designs. The reference lists of included 
studies were hand searched for relevant citations. 
Websites of government nudge units and other organ-
isations working to apply and test nudge theory were 
also searched for grey literature of relevance. Searches 
were carried out in April 2021. The full search strategy is 
presented in online supplemental file 2.

Eligibility criteria
Studies conducted in primary care facilities, general 
and family practices were included. Studies in hospital 
wards or in long- term care were excluded. The interven-
tion tested had to fall under the broad definition of a 
nudge proposed by Thaler and Sunstein: ‘A nudge … is 
any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s 
behaviour in a predictable way without forbidding any 
options or significantly changing their economic incen-
tives. To count as a mere nudge, the intervention must 
be easy and cheap to avoid’.25 For further guidance on 
whether the intervention used qualified as a nudge, we 
used a taxonomy of choice architecture techniques which 
focuses on interventions rather than the underlying 
cognitive processes of the interventions.26 Interventions 
involving education, providing physicians with access 
to guidelines, passive decision support tools the clini-
cian had to actively decide to use, and audit and feed-
back interventions with no social norm comparison were 
excluded. Studies evaluating multifaceted interventions 
that included a nudge strategy were also excluded as 
they did not allow evaluation of the impact of the nudge 
intervention alone. Studies had to evaluate the impact 
of the intervention on antibiotic prescribing rates or 
rates of appropriate antibiotic prescribing to be eligible. 
Randomised controlled trials and regression disconti-
nuity studies were included. Regression discontinuity 
studies allow assessment of causality in studies where a 
cut- off point is used to allocate an intervention. This is 
of particular relevance to social norm nudges, where, for 
example, the bottom 10% performers are targeted by an 
intervention. Studies have shown that regression disconti-
nuity studies have similar effect estimates to randomised 
trials, though they require a large sample size.27 28 Inter-
rupted time- series, controlled before- after, cross- sectional 
and before- after studies were excluded as they are at 
higher risk of bias.
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Study selection
Titles and abstracts of citations returned from the searches 
were independently reviewed by at least two reviewers. 
At this stage, the reviewers assessed study setting, study 
design and outcomes for eligibility. The full- text of all 
selected citations were then reviewed independently 
by two of three authors against all eligibility criteria, 
including an assessment of whether the intervention 
qualified as a nudge using the definitions outlined above. 
Discrepancies between reviewers were resolved through 
discussions until consensus was reached.

Data collection and data items
Data extraction and categorisation of interventions were 
carried out independently by two reviewers for each study. 
We extracted data on study characteristics (country, study 
years, sample size), nudge intervention description, types 
of infections targeted (eg, all, RTIs, urinary tract infec-
tions (UTIs)), outcomes and study results. When studies 
reported more than one outcome, we extracted results 
for the outcome measuring changes in overall antibiotic 
use, appropriate antibiotic use and any outcome defined 
as the primary outcome of the study. When a study trialled 
more than one nudge intervention, we extracted inter-
vention data on the impact of each nudge individually.

Nudge interventions were classified using a taxonomy 
of choice architecture techniques (table 1),26 and we 
refer to these as nudge intervention categories.

Social norm feedback nudge interventions are a 
frequent behaviour change technique in healthcare, 
often termed audit and feedback. Social norm feed-
back involves providing people with feedback on their 
performance relative to their peers. However, this can 
be implemented in a variety of way. For example, the 
comparison can be descriptive or injunctive, that is, 

associating a judgement to the performance. Psychology 
and health research has shown that certain features may 
enhance social norm feedback interventions,15–17 29 and 
thus, we extracted details of how social norm nudges were 
implemented (box 1), with the aim that this may further 
elucidate the important features of effective social norm 
nudges to reduce antibiotic prescribing in primary care.

Assessment of risk of bias in included studies
The risk of bias of each study was assessed using the 
Cochrane Effective Practice and Organisation of Care 
group’s tool for studies with a separate control group.30 
Each study was independently assessed by two authors 
against each of the nine criteria assigning a score of either 
low risk, high risk or unclear risk of bias. Discrepancies 
were resolved through discussion. A summary assessment 
of the overall risk of bias was allocated to each study as 
follows: low risk of bias when all criteria were scored ‘low’, 
medium risk of bias when one or two criteria were scored 
‘unclear’ or ‘high’ risk and high risk when more than two 
criteria scored ‘unclear’ or ‘high’.31

Synthesis of results
Inconsistencies in the outcomes and data reported in 
the studies precluded meta- analysis. Thus, we applied 
vote counting to summarise results for each category of 
nudge intervention and for features of social norm feed-
back nudges.32 Vote counting allows a comparison of the 
number of effects reporting a benefit to the number that 
showed no benefit. It is the recommended method by 
Cochrane for summarising studies when meta- analysis or 
other quantitative methods are not able to be applied.32 
For each nudge intervention, we recorded whether the 
study demonstrated a reduction or no change in overall 
antibiotic prescribing compared with controls. As per 
the Cochrane Handbook, the statistical significance of 

Table 1 Taxonomy of choice architecture techniques with 
implementation examples26

Category Technique Technique examples

A. Decision 
information

A1. Translate 
information

 ► Reframe information
 ► Simplify information

A2. Make information 
visible

 ► Provide real- time feedback
 ► Make external information visible

A3. Provide social 
reference point

 ► Refer to descriptive norm (social 
norm feedback)

 ► Refer to opinion leader

B. Decision 
structure

B1. Change choice 
defaults

 ► Set no- action default
 ► Use prompted choice

B2. Change option- 
related effort

 ► Increase/decrease physical effort
 ► Increase/decrease financial effort

B3. Change range 
or composition of 
options

 ► Change categories of options
 ► Change grouping of options

B4. Change option 
consequences

 ► Connect decision to benefit or cost
 ► Change social consequences

C. Decision 
assistance

C1. Provide 
reminders

 ► Make information more or less salient

C2. Facilitate 
commitment

 ► Support self- commitment/public 
commitment

Box 1 Social norm feedback nudge features extracted 
from studies

 ⇒ Target of intervention: high antibiotic prescribers or all physicians.
 ⇒ The comparison group (average of group, top performers or rank 
within peers).

 ⇒ Use of injunctive or descriptive norm.
 ⇒ Frequency of feedback.
 ⇒ For studies with more than one round of feedback: whether the 
norm for comparison was static or dynamic (ie, did it change as the 
outcome change?).

 ⇒ Use of a static norm or dynamic norm (ie, one that changes with 
group performance).

 ⇒ Whether feedback was based on prescribing data for practices or 
individual physicians.

 ⇒ Whether the reported performance was relative or absolute.
 ⇒ Was the antibiotic use reported on for all antibiotics or for diagnoses 
where antibiotic use is inappropriate.

 ⇒ The mode of intervention delivery (eg, letter, email, meeting).
 ⇒ Whether a graphic representation of data was included.
 ⇒ Whether supporting information was provided to aid behaviour 
change.
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the effect was not taken into account, so as not to erro-
neously conclude that underpowered studies had no 
effect. For studies with multiple study outcomes, we only 
considered the effect on overall antibiotic prescribing. 
The percentage of interventions with a reduction in 
overall antibiotic prescribing was calculated for all nudge 
interventions and social norm feedback nudges. Sensi-
tivity analyses were conducted removing studies with 
a high risk of bias. CIs for proportions were calculated 
using the Wilson method. Effect sizes from studies were 
summarised narratively by reporting the range of change 
for overall antibiotic prescribing outcomes.

We used harvest plots to graphically summarise the vote 
counting results.33 In a harvest plot, each mark represents 
a study or intervention. We used the position of the mark 
to indicate whether the intervention effect (reduction or 
no change in overall antibiotic prescribing) and the size of 
the mark to indicate the risk of bias of the study (low- risk 
studies having a larger mark). Harvest plots were created 
for all nudge interventions by nudge category, and for 
social norm nudges by whether the intervention targeted 
high antibiotic prescribers or all prescribers, whether 
the comparison group was the average or above average 
performers and whether the feedback was a descrip-
tive or injunctive norm. These features were chosen as 
there is evidence from the psychology literature that they 
play an important role in intervention effects and avoid 
possible negative impacts, such as the boomerang effect. 

Thus, the stratification of the social norm nudge inter-
ventions by these features aimed to examine if there was 
evidence these features were important for intervention 
effects in the context of antibiotic prescribing in primary 
care. Finally, results from studies that directly compared 
different nudge interventions, social norm nudge imple-
mentation strategies, or examined intervention effects 
over time or on different subgroups, were described 
narratively.

Public and patient involvement
Patients or the public were not involved.

RESULTS
Nineteen studies were assessed as eligible for inclusion 
(figure 1).34–49 Table 2 presents the study characteris-
tics. One study was a pilot study46 of a larger trial,44 but 
was included as a separate study as it was conducted 
in a different population. The majority of studies 
were conducted in Europe (n=8),36 38–41 47 48 six in the 
USA,37 42–44 46 two in Australia,35 45 two in China49 and one 
in Sudan.34 Seventeen studies were randomised controlled 
trials and two were regression discontinuity studies.36 47 
Interventions were aimed at improving antibiotic use for 
all types of infections in nine studies,34–36 38 39 45 47 RTIs in 
eight studies,37 42–44 46 48 49 UTIs in one study41 and both 
RTIs and UTIs in one study.40

Risk of bias in included studies
Four studies were rated as having a high overall risk of 
bias,34 37 41 46 nine as moderate risk of bias,35 36 40 43–45 47 48 
and six as at low risk of bias (table 2).38 39 42 49 Overall scores 
of meeting risk of bias criteria ranged from 4/9 to 9/9 
across studies. No single criterion was more frequently at 
high or unclear risk of bias across studies. Online supple-
mental file 3 shows the risk of bias assessment against 
each of the criteria for each study.

Description of nudge interventions
Seventeen studies evaluated one type of nudge interven-
tion and two evaluated three types of nudge interventions 
each,43 44 with a total of 23 nudge interventions evaluated. 
Three studies compared different features of social norm 
nudges.35 42

Social norm feedback nudges (‘Decision information’ 
category of nudge interventions) were the most common 
intervention (n=17) evaluated.34–42 44–48 Implementa-
tion of social norm feedback varied between studies 
(figure 2). Social norm feedback was most commonly: 
sent to all prescribers (n=11)34 37 40–42 45 46 48 as opposed to 
the highest prescribers only35 36 38 39 47 50 51; and compared 
prescribing to the group average (n=12).34–36 38 40 41 45 47 48 50 
Only four studies used an injunctive norm, which also 
provided positive reinforcement to those performing 
well.41 44 46 52 Feedback was typically provided more than 
once (n=11)34 37 39–41 44–46; based on prescribing data for 
individual physicians (n=12)35 37 39 41 42 44–48; and distributed 

Figure 1 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews 
and Meta- Analyses flow chart of search and screening 
results. *One study had two publications.
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via letters (n=11).34–36 38–40 42 45 47 48 Studies also cited appli-
cation of other behavioural techniques or considerations 
in the design of their social norm feedback, such as the 
inclusion of actionable advice, and addressing the feed-
back letter from a high profile or respected individuals.

Three interventions used nudge techniques from the 
‘Decision structure’ category involving changing option 
consequences (table 3).44 46 49 Three interventions used 
techniques from the ‘Decision assistance’ category 
(table 3) involving providing reminders via suggested 
alternatives to antibiotic use (n=2)44 46 and a statement 
of public commitment to reducing antibiotic use in RTIs 
(n=1).43

Effect of nudge interventions on overall antibiotic prescribing 
rates
Of the 23 nudge interventions evaluated, 78.3% (n=18, 
95% CI 58.1 to 90.3) showed a reduction in overall antibi-
otic prescribing rates. Removing studies with a high risk 
of bias, the percentage of studies showing a reduction in 
overall antibiotic prescribing was 76.5% (n=13, 95% CI 
52.7 to 90.4). Figure 3 shows the distribution of interven-
tion effects by the type of nudge strategy evaluated.

Of the 17 studies evaluating social norm feedback 
nudges, 76.5% (n=13, 95% CI 52.7 to 90.4) reported a 
reduction in overall antibiotic prescribing (figure 3). 
Removing studies with a high risk of bias, this percentage 

Table 2 Characteristics of studies evaluating nudge interventions to improve antibiotic prescribing in primary care

Author Country Sample size Infections targeted Nudge intervention/s Outcomes of interest Overall risk of bias*

Awad et al34 Sudan 20 practices All Social norm feedback No. of consultations with AB;
No. of consultations with an 
inappropriate AB†

High

BETA35 50 Australia 6608 physicians All Social norm feedback No. of ABs per 1000 
consultations

Moderate

Bradley et al36 Northern Ireland 331 practices All Social norm feedback No. of ABs per 1000 registered 
population

Moderate

Chang56 China 163 physicians All Social norm feedback No. of AB prescriptions per 100 
prescriptions

Moderate

Curtis et al51 England 1401 practices All Social norm feedback % broad spectrum AB of all AB Low

Gerber et al37 USA 162 physicians RTI Social norm feedback % broad spectrum ABs among 
children with AB prescription;
ABs for viral RTI

High

Hallsworth et 
al38

England 1581 practices All Social norm feedback No. of ABs per 1000 registered 
population

Low

Hemkens et al39 Switzerland 2900 physicians All Social norm feedback Antibiotic DDD per 1000 
consultations

Low

Hürlimann et 
al40

Switzerland 136 practices RTI; UTI Social norm feedback % AB prescriptions for upper 
RTIs;
% penicillins for RTI;
% trimethoprim/
sulfamethoxazole for UTI

Moderate

Kronman et al52 USA 57 physicians RTI Social norm feedback % of RTI with AB prescribed Low

Lagerløv et al41 Norway 199 physicians UTI Social norm feedback % inappropriate ABs for UTI High

Mainous et al42 USA 216 physicians RTI Social norm feedback % inappropriate AB treatments Low

Meeker et al43 USA 14 physicians RTI Public commitment No. of ABs per 100 AB 
inappropriate RTIs

Moderate

Meeker et al44 USA 244 physicians RTI Social norm feedback, 
accountable justification, 
suggested alternatives

No. of ABs per 100 AB 
inappropriate RTIs

Moderate

O'Connell et 
al45

Australia 2440 physicians All Social norm feedback No. of ABs per 100 consultations Moderate

Persell et al46 USA 28 physicians RTI Social norm feedback, 
accountable justification, 
suggested alternatives

No. of ABs per 100 RTIs;
No. of ABs per 100 AB 
inappropriate RTIs

High

Ratajczak et 
al47

England 6995 practices All Social norm feedback No. of ABs per 1000 registered 
population

Moderate

Søndergaard 
et al48

Denmark 299 physicians RTI Social norm feedback No. of ABs per 1000 registered 
population

Moderate

Yang et al49 China 20 practices (54 
physicians)

RTI Public reporting % of RTI consultations with AB;
% of RTI consultations with 
>1 AB

Low

*Risk of bias assessed using the Cochrane Effective Practice and Organisation of Care group’s tool for studies with a control group. Overall rating assigned ‘low’ when all criteria were 
‘low’ risk; ‘medium’ when 1–2 criteria were scored ‘unclear’ or ‘high’ risk; and ‘high’ when >2 criteria were scored ‘unclear’ or ‘high’ risk.
†Inappropriate with respect to antibiotic, doses and/or duration.
AB, antibiotic; DDD, defined daily doses; RTI, respiratory tract infection; UTI, urinary tract infection.
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was 69.2% (n=9, 95% CI 42.4 to 87.3). Figure 4 shows 
social norm nudges stratified by whether they targeted 
only high prescribers or all prescribers, the comparison 
group and the use of an injunctive or descriptive norm. All 
but two (83%) studies targeting high prescribers or using 
an injunctive norm or a comparison to low prescribers 
reported a reduction in overall prescribing. Whereas 60% 
of studies without these features reported a reduction in 
antibiotic prescribing.

Effect size of nudge interventions on antibiotic prescribing 
rates
The effect sizes of social norm feedback interventions 
on the number of antibiotics/1000 consultations (n=3) 
ranged from no change45 to a reduction of 13.6% (95% 
CI 16.6 to 10.6) at 6 months postintervention35; and 
the number of antibiotic prescriptions/1000 registered 
population (n=5) from no change51 to an approximate 
5% reduction (−58.7/1000 population (95% CI 116.7 to 
0.7)) 12- month postintervention.36

Studies measuring antibiotic prescribing for specific 
infection types reported absolute difference effect sizes 
of −1.2% (95% CI −10.5 to 8.2),40 −1.7% (p=0.93)37 and 
−5.2% (95% CI −6.9 to –1.6)44 in the proportion of upper 
RTI treated with an antibiotic; a relative decrease of 9.6% 

(p=0.0004)41 in inappropriate antibiotic for UTIs, and 
lower odds of antibiotic prescribing for RTI (OR: 0.73 
(95% CI 0.53 to 0.995)).46

The effect sizes of the two studies of accountable justi-
fication interventions ranged from no change46 to a 
reduction of 7.0 percentage points (95% CI 9.1 to 2.9)44 
in the number of antibiotics/100 antibiotic inappro-
priate infections. One study of public reporting showed 
a 1.93 percentage point reduction (95% CI −6.61 to 2.75) 
in the percentage of RTI consultations with an antibi-
otic, and a 6.97 percentage point (95% CI −13.9 to 0.00) 
reduction in the percentage of RTI consultations with>1 
antibiotic.

Online supplemental file 4 provides details of the 
effects of interventions on outcomes.

Studies comparing the effects of different nudge interventions
Two studies compared the impact of three different types 
of nudge interventions on antibiotic prescribing for 
RTIs.44 46 One study (with a moderate risk of bias) exam-
ined the impact of nudges on RTI where an antibiotic 
was not indicated, that is, antibiotic inappropriate RTIs.44 
This study reported a reduction in the prescribing of anti-
biotics for antibiotic inappropriate RTIs in the physician 
groups receiving social norm feedback and accountable 

Figure 2 Implementation features of social norm feedback nudge interventions.
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justification nudges, and a non- significant reduction in 
the physician group receiving a suggested alternatives 
nudge intervention.44 The second study (high risk of 
bias) compared the same three nudge interventions, and 
reported a reduction in antibiotic prescribing for all RTIs 
for the social norm feedback and suggested alternative 
nudges, but not in the groups receiving the accountable 
justification nudges.46

Online supplemental file 4 provides details of the 
impact of interventions on outcomes and their vote 
counting results.

Social norm nudge effects over time and following repeat 
messaging
Two studies examined the effect of a single social norm 
nudge letter sent to high antibiotic prescribing physi-
cians over time and both reported a diminishing effect on 
prescribing rates compared with controls over time.35 36 
In one study, the effect of the intervention was exam-
ined over 12 months after the letter was sent.36 While 
there was a significant reduction in antibiotic prescribing 
compared with controls in the 12 months after the inter-
vention, the effect diminished over time, such that the 
reductions in antibiotic prescribing rates in the second, 
third and fourth quarters after the intervention were not 
statistically significant. The second study also reported a 
diminishing effect of the social norm nudge letter over a 
12- month period, but the reduction continued to remain 
significant at 12 months after the intervention.35 50

Table 3 Description of nudge and direction of effect on overall antibiotic prescribing in primary care (other than social norm 
feedback)

Nudge category/ author Type of nudge Mode Description Intervention effect*

Decision structure—change option consequences

Meeker et al44 Accountable 
justification

Electronic health 
record

At time of prescribing an antibiotic, physicians were asked to justify 
their treatment decision in a mandatory free text field. The prompt 
informed physicians the justification would be visible in the patient’s 
record

Reduction

Persell et al46 Accountable 
justification

Electronic health 
record

At time of prescribing an antibiotic, physicians were asked to justify 
their treatment decision in a mandatory free text field. The prompt 
informed physicians the justification would be visible in the patient’s 
record

No change

Yang et al49 Public reporting Posters and reports Posters with antibiotic prescribing data were publicly displayed in 
the primary care clinics and reports with the data were sent to clinic 
managers and local health authorities

Reduction

Decision assistance—provide reminders

Meeker et al44 Suggested 
alternatives

Electronic health 
record

At time of prescribing an antibiotic, a pop- up screen stated 
antibiotics are generally not indicated for the diagnosis and showed a 
list of alternative treatments

Reduction

Persell et al46 Suggested 
alternatives

Electronic health 
record

At time of prescribing an antibiotic, a computerised order set 
appeared with treatment alternatives and education materials for the 
patient

Reduction

Decision assistance—facilitate commitment

Meeker et al43 Public 
commitment

Poster A poster- sized letter signed by physicians and posted in examination 
rooms indicating commitment to reducing antibiotics for RTIs

Reduction

*Results of vote counting assessment based on nudge effect on overall antibiotic prescribing.
RTI, respiratory tract infection.

Figure 3 Harvest plot of effects of nudge interventions 
targeting antibiotic prescribing in primary care on overall 
antibiotic prescribing. Each mark or column represents one 
nudge intervention. Column height represents the risk of bias 
in the study: tallest columns are studies with low risk of bias; 
medium columns are moderate risk of bias; short columns 
are high risk of bias.
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Two studies examined the impact of repeat social 
norm feedback interventions over time.39 47 In the first 
study, the effect of quarterly social norm feedback sent 
to the top 50% of antibiotic prescribers was assessed for 2 
years.39 While there was no difference in overall antibiotic 
prescribing rates in the first and second years of the inter-
vention, there was a significant reduction in the antibiotic 
prescribing for children and adolescents in the first year 
(−8.6%) and young to middle- aged adults in the second 
year of the intervention (−4.6%).

In the second study, a social norm nudge was first used 
in 2014 targeting the top 20% antibiotic prescribers, 
and due to its success was repeated annually since.47 
The study evaluated whether the intervention reduced 
antibiotic prescribing by physicians who had previously 

received the letter and those that had not. The top 10% 
of prescribers did not reduce their prescribing whether 
or not they had previously been sent a letter. However, the 
top 11%–20% antibiotic prescribers reduced their antibi-
otic prescribing even when they had previously been sent 
a letter. The authors speculated that the failure of the top 
10% to reduce antibiotic prescribing may have been due 
to the more forceful message in the communication they 
received (ie, that the great majority (90%) of practices 
prescribed fewer antibiotics), resulting in negative atti-
tudes to the message and a lower behavioural intention 
to reduce prescribing.

DISCUSSION
In this systematic review we have compiled the evidence 
on the effectiveness of nudge interventions in reducing 
antibiotic prescribing in primary care. Overall, 78.3% of 
studies reported a reduction in antibiotic prescribing. 
Social norm feedback was the most frequently evalu-
ated nudge, and the evidence suggests that comparisons 
should include an aspirational target, injunctive norm or 
target high prescribers to enhance intervention effects. 
However, future research should explore the types of 
features that will further enhance social norm feedback 
nudges in this context. Only four studies examined 
nudge strategies other than social norm nudges, such 
as changing option consequences, providing reminders 
and facilitating commitment, thus further research is also 
needed to evaluate other nudge strategies despite prom-
ising results thus far of their effectiveness.

The studies included in this review trialled five different 
nudges (social norm feedback, accountable justifica-
tion, public reporting, suggested alternatives and public 
commitment) from four of the nine subcategories of 
choice architecture techniques described by Münscher 
et al.26 Two other broad reviews of nudges targeting 
health providers reported identifying a similar number of 
nudges employed in their included studies, but the types 
of nudges applied differed to those that we identified.21 53 
For example, changing choice defaults is a frequently 
applied nudge to guide healthcare provider behaviour, 
but was not used to influence antibiotic prescribing in our 
review.21 53 Another example of a nudge not applied in 
studies in our review, but used in other contexts targeting 
health providers is changing the framing of informa-
tion.21 53 Thus, there is scope for implementing and evalu-
ating other nudge techniques in the primary care setting 
to improve antibiotic use. This is important since it is 
currently not clear whether the same nudge applied over 
more than 1 year will continue to have sustained impact.

We attempted to elucidate whether features of social 
norm feedback nudges have a role in their effective-
ness. For example, the behavioural economics literature 
suggests that social norm nudges should only be provided 
to poor performers (ie, high antibiotic prescribers in our 
case).25 This is because of the ‘boomerang effect’ that 
may occur in individuals performing above average when 

Figure 4 Harvest plot of effects of social norm feedback 
nudge interventions on overall antibiotic prescribing by 
implementation features. Each mark or column represents 
one nudge intervention. Column height represents the risk 
of bias of the study: tallest columns are studies with low risk 
of bias; medium columns are moderate risk of bias; short 
columns are high risk of bias.
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they are provided social norm feedback confirming their 
above average performance, that is, they reduce their 
performance. The studies in our review most frequently 
provided the social norm feedback to all prescribers (not 
only high prescribers) and all but one of these studies 
showed a reduction in overall antibiotic prescribing. 
However, the studies providing feedback to all prescribers 
also predominantly provided feedback more than once, 
which may have played a role in the reduction in anti-
biotic prescribing. Other factors that may have played 
a role in the prevention of a ‘boomerang’ effect in low 
prescribers, was the way the use of an injunctive norm and 
the comparison group used in the feedback. For example, 
one study informed the physicians with the lowest 
prescribing that they were a ‘top performer’, whereas 
the remaining physicians were informed they were ‘not 
a top performer’.44 The psychology literature supports 
the use of an injunctive norm when providing feedback, 
that is, conveying social approval or disapproval, as a way 
to eliminate the ‘boomerang’ effect.17 The study also 
compared physicians’ performance to the mean of the 
lowest decile prescribers, rather than the group mean.44 
Our results showed that comparison of performance to 
the group mean, use of a descriptive norm and targeting 
all prescribers produced mixed results with three of five 
studies reporting a reduction in antibiotic prescribing. 
Thus, our results support the use of injunctive norms, 
comparisons to the lowest prescribers or targeting the 
highest prescribers.

The frequency of feedback may also play a role in social 
norm nudge effects. In the study described above that 
informed prescribers they were a ‘top performer’ or ‘not 
a top performer’, feedback was provided on a monthly 
basis, which allowed physicians to assess the degree to 
which they had changed their antibiotic prescribing.44 
This is a different approach to studies that targeted only 
the high prescribers, that is, poor performers. These 
studies tended to provide the feedback once, informing 
the physicians that they prescribed at a higher rate than, 
for example, 80% of their peers.35 36 38 47 50 However, 
care should be taken when deciding on the comparison 
group, as if becoming a ‘top performer’ is perceived as 
unattainable, this can be demotivating. This can occur 
when the comparison norm is dynamic, that is, changes 
according the group’s behaviour, which was the case in 
all our studies that provided feedback more than once 
(figure 2). For example, if the comparison group is 
consistently the top 10%, 90% of people will never reach 
the target. One study included in our review reported 
that the top 10% of prescribers did not change their 
prescribing behaviour following the social norm nudge, 
despite an overall reduction following the intervention.47 
The authors speculated this may be due to the message 
not motivating behaviour change. Furthermore, individ-
uals need to trust the data being presented is an accu-
rate representation of their performance, and in the case 
of antibiotic prescribing, adequately accounts for the 
clinical features of the populations they treat. Thus, it is 

crucial for there to be an understanding of factors that 
may affect the intervention during intervention design so 
as to maximise impact.23

It has been suggested that we can also learn from 
nudges that fail.14 54 There were four studies that imple-
mented a social norm feedback nudge that had no effect 
on overall antibiotic prescribing.39 40 45 51 All four studies 
had two intervention features in common. First, the peer 
comparison used was the mean prescribing rate of the 
group or in the case of one study the IQR of the group. 
For those prescribers that were at the mean prescribing 
level or marginally below it, this may not have provided 
enough motivation to change their behaviour. Further-
more, as mentioned above, the ‘boomerang effect’ may 
occur in individuals performing above average. Second, 
the feedback in the four evaluations of social norm 
nudges that did not reduce overall prescribing was not 
provided from a high- profile or respected figure, which 
may have reduced the salience of the message.

The literature on audit and feedback interventions in 
healthcare provides insights into what features make these 
interventions more effective, and complement those from 
the behavioural economics and psychology literature.16 A 
Cochrane review found that feedback is more likely to be 
effective when: baseline performance is low; the source 
is a supervisor or colleague; the frequency is more than 
once; it is delivered both verbally and in written formats; 
and when feedback includes both targets and an action 
plan.15 Many of these features were included in the social 
norm nudges we identified in this review. For example, 
most of the social norm nudges included information on 
appropriate antibiotic prescribing in primary care. Thus, 
synthesising such evidence from behavioural economics 
and psychology is likely to enhance the effectiveness of 
these interventions.

This systematic review has a number of strengths. First, 
our search strategy was inclusive of all studies evalu-
ating interventions to improve antibiotic prescribing in 
primary care. The selection of studies based on the type 
of intervention occurred at the full- text screening stage to 
ensure that studies not explicitly stating they used nudge 
techniques were included. Second, we used a comprehen-
sive taxonomy of behavioural architecture techniques,26 
rather than attempting to ascertain whether the under-
lying cognitive processes addressed by the intervention 
had the features of a nudge. However, there are a number 
of limitations. We were unable to perform a meta- analysis 
or summarise the results quantitatively due to the heter-
ogenous reporting of study outcomes. Furthermore, 
though we aimed to examine the features of social norm 
nudges that may enhance their effectiveness, the varia-
tion with which these nudges were implemented across 
a small number of studies prevented firm conclusions 
being drawn. The need for further research to improve 
the effectiveness of social norm nudges, also sometimes 
called audit and feedback interventions, in healthcare 
is recognised. Nonetheless, this review has provided 
practical insights into the use of nudge interventions to 
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reduce antibiotic use in primary care, and highlighted 
areas for further research.

CONCLUSIONS
Health systems worldwide continue to struggle to consis-
tently deliver evidence- based care.55 Nudges can be used 
in lieu of, or to augment, more traditional efforts such 
as education (targeting clinicians, as well as the public), 
financial incentives, promotion of guidelines and 
changing models of care. Evaluation of nudges applied in 
healthcare will play a key role in identifying interventions 
suitable for use in different contexts, including primary 
care, and in further developing applications of nudge 
strategies to improve the delivery of effective healthcare 
services.
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